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The Quiltmouse specialises in producing preprinted foundation blocks for patchwork. I use a
50gsm paper that is suitable for both bubble jet
& laser printers. I produce a wide variety of
traditional blocks in a range of sizes as well as
my own original designs.

The Quiltmouse (Bobbie Deans) specialises in
creating and producing pre-printed foundation
blocks for patchwork, and in running workshops
in the use of Quiltmouse blocks.

You can purchase these in block packs to
design your own quilt or project or you can
select a pattern pack. If you require a large
number of blocks for your project consider my
customised orders option, designed to keep
your costs low.
All my products come with cutting list & full
instructions for the "Flip 'n Fold" method of
foundation piecing that uses pre-cut fabric
pieces. This method is by far the easiest
technique I have ever used. So you can roller
cut all your fabric pieces, grab your pre-printed
blocks & sit down & start. It is so fast, easy &
accurate. No tiresome tracing or guessing with
fabric sizes. You'll feel like an expert when you
achieve this wonderful level of accuracy with
complex blocks.
I am also available for workshops within
Western Australia & try to negotiate "tours"
within country areas, booking in several nearby
townships within a few days to keep petrol costs
down.
I do hope you enjoy your stroll through my
website & encourage you to contact me with
any comments & requests or photos of projects
you have made with my product.

You can choose from a wide variety of
traditional blocks (in a range of sizes) or from
our original designs. You can purchase
Quiltmouse blocks in 'block packs' to design
your own quilt or project, or you can select a
complete Quiltmouse 'pattern pack'.
All Quiltmouse products come with a cutting list
and full instructions printed on 50gsm paper. If
you require many blocks for your project, check
out our customised orders option which is
designed to help reduce your costs.
We use the "Flip 'n Fold" method of foundation
piecing as we have found that this is by far the
fastest, easiest, and most accurate. With this
technique, you roller cut all your fabric pieces,
grab your pre-printed blocks, then sit down and
start - no more tiresome tracing or guessing
fabric sizes. At the end of your project, you'll
feel like an expert as you will have achieved a
wonderful level of accuracy with complex
blocks.
Don't know where to start? Then contact us!
Bobbie can run workshops anywhere within
Western Australia. We try to keep travel costs
down by planning several workshops in a region
within the same time period, so if you know
others in nearby towns who would like a
workshop, let them (and us!) know when you
are planning yours.
Enjoy your stroll through our website, and feel
free to contact us with any comments, requests,
or photos of projects you have made with our
Quiltmouse products.

